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FROM THE PRESIDENT
We are now in the winter season
and in the Chinese five element
theory this time of year is associated with water. Water has an
inward and downward principal
which is connected with the energy channels for the kidneys
and bladder. It is also time for
us to conserve the energy in our
body following nature's example
which finds many animals hibernating at this time. In this
respect, tai chi is an excellent
way to conserve external energy
while cultivating the internal with combined meditation.
As we return from another successful conference and reunion in Lake San Marcos we once again see how important
it is that we continue to develop our health and well being
throught the internal arts. Much fun was had by all as we
gathered together with our fellow tai chi brothers and sisters to learn and share. It is always an honor to have
Grandmaster Henry Look and Fu-Tung Cheng share their
knowledge and experience with us through their flawless
workshops. We were also treated to a variety of interesting
and informative workshops presented by JoAnna Schoon,
Yang Fukui, Zhong Xue Chao, and Tom Carney in their
continuing support of our organization and members.

Editor’s Corner
Editor: Sifu Thomas Carney

By the same token, it was also very sobering to see the
devastation that rocked Southern California in the days
after our departure from the conference. We thank you
all who donated to our relief fund for our members who
suffered losses from the wildfires. However, we are
also encouraged by their dedication to rebuild what was
lost and we can all find inspiration in that kind of positive
attitude.
Finally, last but not least, let us once again take a moment
to acknowledge our board members, the very important
people behind the scenes who keep this organization
alive by devoting their personal time and efforts: Lucy
Bartimole, Tricia Boucher, Nick D'Antoni, Julie Li, Larry
Riddle, Paki Sukwattana, and of course, our irreplaceable
and implacable newsletter editor Tom Carney. Thanks to
you all.
Sincerely, Randy Elia
President, GPYTCA

IT’S ELECTION TIME!!
At this time the Association has a
few openings on the Board of Directors and is looking for motivated individuals to fill those spots. If you are
interested, or you know of someone
who can assist the Association in taking a position
on the Board, please contact any of the current
Board members so we can start the official nomination process. We will then conduct a membership
vote to formally consider all qualified candidates.

207 Kinderkamack Road, Emerson NJ 07630
Email: Editor@GuangPingYang.org

We need articles from members and especially
teachers. Please email me above and include
pictures I may use.
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SPECIAL ATTENTION TEACHERS & T’AI CHI SCHOOLS

ATTENTION!!!
Student Enrollment
At the teacher’s meeting during the 2007 Guang Ping Yang T’ai Chi Conference it was suggested that
the yearly dues for the organization be incorporated into your students’ tuition. The cost would be
less than five dollars a month and would automatically enroll the student into the association as a
member with your help in processing the application. Please consider this idea since it would be of
great help in increasing the size and strength of the Guang Ping Yang organization.

All Certified Guang Ping Yang Tai Chi Teachers!
A Message From Your President:
The need for qualified Guang Ping Yang Tai Chi teachers is growing as the Association routinely receives many inquiries from people looking for teachers in their local area. These include those who
are looking either specifically for Guang Ping Yang Tai Chi or other popular internal styles.
As you know, Julie Li has developed a YouTube site for the Guang Ping Yang Tai Chi Association.
To this end, we would like to develop a Certified Teachers section on the channel that will allow
viewers to see our teachers in action, either teaching a class or demonstrating the form. We believe
this will allow our potential new students to better decide which teacher and what style they might be
interested in pursuing.
I am asking ALL certified GPYTCA teachers to
send in a video clip no longer than three minutes
(maximum 100 MB) to Julie Li. Please be sure to
include your complete contact information—either
in the video itself or in your email—so we may
also upload this to the website.
I feel that this is an important step for anyone who
wants to continue teaching. I have personally seen
the positive results from this kind of exposure on
YouTube as the channel for my own school
(www.youtube.com/peterkwoks) has received
over 15,000 hits in only six months. This kind of
public exposure will also help to assure anyone
who may have doubts about the quality of teachers
in our certification program.
If you have any questions about how to make the video clip you may contact Julie Li at membership@guangpingyang.org and she will review the technical aspects of video submission with you.
This is a step in the right direction for everyone who is seriously pursuing the teaching of tai chi.
I encourage you all to take that step.
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OUT OF NICK’S LIBRARY

Out of the Library
By Nick D’Antoni
& Guest Reviewer
Lynn Sharp

T’ai Chi as a Path of Wisdom
©2001, by: Linda Myoki Lehrhaupt
Publisher: Shambhala Publications
www.shambhala.com
ISBN: 1-57062-445-3
From Nick’s Bookshelf:
Hello again! This month I’m unveiling my new “be
a guest reviewer” initiative with review written and
submitted by Lynn Sharp. Now some of you may
know that I have a wee tiny bit of influence with
Lynn. That’s how I got her to volunteer (wink,
wink…) to be our first Featured Guest Reviewer. Ta
dah! But seriously, I want to let you all know that
I’d love to publish more review submissions from
other members. I know there are lots of you out
there reading and exploring who’ve got good things
to say. And besides, that way we won’t all get bored
with my singular opinions. So … It’s your turn
next. Contact me (nick@guangpingyang.org) and
I’ll fill you in on the details. And now, heeeeere’s
Lynn!
Reading T’ai chi as a path of Wisdom is like sitting
down for a cup of tea with a friend and having a
long, thoughtful conversation about how best to
practice t’ai chi, and how to integrate it into your
life. It’s a comfortable conversation, the kind that
sometimes touches on things you know well, and
sometimes surprises you, but is always enjoyable.
Linda Myoki Lehrhaupt writes as if you were in her
kitchen, making the book eminently readable. She
has written a book aimed mostly at people early on
in their study of the art, but her frequent mention of
teaching tips and approaches makes the book also of
interest to more advanced practitioners.

The book is organized around a series of movements, taken from William C.C. Chen’s version of
the Ch’eng Man Ching short form. (Linda studied
with William in New York.) Each section begins
with a description of a movement, and then goes
on to offer several short chapters that examine particular principles or issues of practicing t’ai chi that
spring from the author’s contemplation of that
movement. Since the philosophical and physical
connections are key here, it doesn’t matter whether
you know the forms involved or not. Thus the
book is (almost) equally accessible to a Guang
Ping player as to someone who practices William
C.C. Chen’s form. Each section ends with a set of
exercises, again not directly related to one form,
but rather to things such as moving from the center, or mindfulness. Most of the exercises could be
done alone, but she discusses them in terms of a
teacher offering them to a class of students.
This is t’ai chi with a large dollop of zen thrown in.
Many of Myoki Lehrhaupt’s references are to Zen
Buddhist books or to the wisdom she has gained in
her study with Zen masters. Thus the focus is
completely on the path to personal wisdom, and
never on the martial side of t’ai chi. Even when
she discusses push hands, Myoki Lehrhaupt does it
as a path to deepening listening and following
skills – not to winning the round. The zen aspect,
and the emphasis on t’ai chi as a path, give the
book a contemplative character, always asking the
reader to think more deeply about her or his own
practice.
What pleased me most about the book was Linda
Myoki Lehrhaupt’s obvious joy and generosity.
The reader is constantly reminded of how much
just plain fun it is to practice t’ai chi. For instance,
she describes the moment of getting to practice a
new move alone for the first time as a thrilling experience, to be greeted “with wonder and open
arms” as we struggle to master something new (p.
54). For those of us who teach, she allows insight
into how our students might experience their own
progress and process in t’ai chi. For those beginning the practice, or feeling unsure, she offers reas(Continued on page 10)
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2007 CALIFORNIA FIRES
Thank you to all who have
so generously donated to
the California Fire
Survivors Fund:
Terry Anne Barman
Carol Caramagno
Richard Caramagno
Thomas Carney
Master Y.C. Chiang
Wilkes Covey
Nick D'Antoni
Bette Davis
John H. Deptula
Randy Elia
Joy L. Foye
Fran Friedman
Jeana Garske
Sylvia Gattnig
Kamran Ghassemi
Honey S. Goshorn
Donald Hediger
Barbara Jean Hutchinson
Thomas Kalber
Peter Laudert
Michael Laufenburger
Julie Li
Master Hui Liu
Ming Lu School of Tai Chi
William Morache
Stephanie Morino
Susan Payne
Le Pham
Jo Presbury-Smith
Valarie Prince Gabel
Diane Rabinowitz
Rosalind Ressner
Kristina Bung Riddle
Larry Riddle
Gary Rosenblum
Patricia Schields-Maher
JoAnna Schoon
Lynn Sharp
Mary Sturtevant
Keith Tannler
Margie Tannler
Shoko Takegoski
Paul Taylor
Katie Wang
Wisconsin Wen Wu School of Tai Chi

GPYTCA member Jeannie Miller and her husband Bob pose with their
dogs in front of the remains of their Fallbrook, California home, just one
of thousands destroyed by wildfires in October. May their positive spirits
and attitude be an inspiration for us all!

DONATIONS 2007
Special Thanks
General Fund:
Carol E. Caramagno
Sebastian R. Caramagno
Ira Esformes
Donald Hediger
Jeannie Miller
Thomas Kalber

Joseph R. Noya
Susan J. Payne
Gary W. Rosenblum
JoAnna Gee Schoon
Mary Sturtevant

Marilyn Mathews Scholarship Fund:
Nicholas J. D’Antoni
Julie Li
Randy Elia
Gary W. Rosenblum
Stephen J. Karpen
Lynn Sharp
Paki Sukwattana

Year
of the
Pig

Laoshir Schoon
Wild Goose
(Dayon) Qigong
&
Linage of Guang Ping

11th ANNUAL

GUANGPINGYANG
TAIJIQUAN CONFERENCE
October 19-21, 2007

Sifu Carney
Dissolves
(Breaking Free)

11th ANN

GUANGPIN

TAIJIQUAN CO

Master Look
Tai Chi Broadsword
& Applications
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Master Bing
Wudang Five
Animal Qigong

NUAL

NGYANG

ONFERENCE

tober 19-21, 2007

aster Elia

eeling Silk
In the
Guang Ping
Yang

Master Cheng
Quang Ping Yang
T’ai Chi Sword

Master Yang
Yi Chuan Push Hands &
Moving Chi For Health

11th ANNUAL

GUANGPINGYANG
TAIJIQUAN CONFERENCE

A f te r D i n n e r

Are Your
Hands Dry?

Taking Down Sifu Tom!

Wake Up!

Winner!!!

Life is Good.

Push!

11th ANNUAL

GUANGPINGYANG
TAIJIQUAN CONFERENCE

Mr. Officer

G rea t F u n & S u cce ss

Think anyone will
notice we are not
doing T’ai Chi?

Larry Working the Crowd

Ladies
Behave!
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Honorary Chairmen
Y. C. Chiang, CA
Henry Look, CA

Past Presidents
Dominick Ruggieri, NJ

(Continued from page 3 - Nick’s Library)

surance and a clear path toward making the form our own. She also
challenges us to go deeper in our practice, insisting that part of the path
of t’ai chi’s wisdom is learning to calmly move through the world and
an even deeper part is overcoming boundaries that keep individuals
from understanding and accepting of each other.

October 2003-October 2005

Nick D’Antoni, WA
October 2001-October 2003

Nina Sugawara, CA
March 2000-October 2001

Donald Rubbo, CA
October 1998-March 2000

Henry Look, CA
February 1996-October 1998

Board Members
President:
Randy Elia, NJ
President@GuangPingYang.org

Vice-President Elect:
To Be Announced
President-Elect@GuangPingYang.org

Vice-President:
Lawrence Riddle, WI
Vice-President@GuangPingYang.org

Treasurer:
Paki Sukwattana, OH
Treasurer@GuangPingYang.org

Acting Secretary:
Julie Li, NJ
Secretary@GuangPingYang.org

Patricia Boucher, TX
Tricia@GuangPingYang.org

Nick D’Antoni, WA
Nick@GuangPingYang.org

Lucy Bartimole, OH
Lucy@GuangPingYang.org

National Advisors
Valarie Prince-Gabel, Newport Beach, CA
JoAnna Gee Schoon, Laguna Beach, CA
Daniel Lee, Duarte, CA
Jonathon Shear, Richmond, VA
Paul Taylor, San Francisco, CA

Membership Coordinator
Julie Li
c/o Peter Kwok’s Kung-Fu Academy
207 Kinderkamack Road
Emerson, NJ 07630
Membership@GuangPingYang.org

Web
www.guangpingyang.org
Webmaster:
Lucy Bartimole
Webmaster@GuangPingYang.org

Editor:
Thomas Carney
Editor@GuangPingYang.org

The chapters are extremely short and the book
can be read as a set of aids to meditation and
practice, giving us something to remember as we
do form. They cover everything from practice,
practice, practice, to be mindful, don’t put too
much stake in things, don’t rush, and give yourself gifts of encouragement. These things may sound patently obvious, but the nice thing is
that the author not only tells us to do them, she offers us ways to do
them. In terms of promoting mindfulness, one chapter offers a simple,
clear, directed breathing exercise to help the reader/player to focus the
mind. In terms of practice, the author very practically notes and rejects
our many excuses: don’t have the right shoes, just ate too much, not
warmed up; instead she says: right now, put the book down and practice for at least 10 minutes. Thus she ends up giving us all a very practical aid to keeping moving on our t’ai chi path to wisdom.
Beginners will find a world of insight here from which to choose their
own favorites and, while many more advanced practitioners might not
find anything terribly new here, they will be pleasantly and practically
reminded of things they may not have thought about for a while, or
need to keep working on. And of course, all of us can always use a
little help from a friend.
Rating: ÌÌÌÌ (out of 5)

The Guang Ping Yang Tai Chi Association Board of Directors is
pleased to announce that it has extended Lifetime Member status to the
following individuals in recognition of their unique contribution to the
Association as our “Founding Board.”

☯
☯
☯
☯
☯

Y.C. Chiang
Henry Look
Fu-Tung Cheng
Nicholas D'Antoni
Jarl Forsman

☯
☯
☯
☯
☯

Francesca Roveda
Cheryl Lynne Rubbo
Donald Rubbo
Nina Deerfield (Sugawara)
Allen Trigueiro

These are the folks who took on the responsibility of establishing our
legal entity and signed our Articles of Incorporation.” We would like
to express our gratitude and appreciation to these ten members for their
time, efforts, and initiative to create the organization we all value so
much today!
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Guang Ping Yang T’ai Chi Association Teachers
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California
Norma Austin
Normachi@aol.com

Illinois
Steven Kemps
chipmunk64@mac.com

Scott Schnieder
sschneider1@carolina.rr.com

Japan
Daniel Harrington
ddh@gol.com

Ohio
Lucy Bartimole
lucy11@core.com

David Bernhardt
sifubo@taijiway.com

New Hampshire
Peggy Simone
peggy.simone@comcast.net

Fu-Tung Cheng
futung@chengdesign.com

Mary Sturtevant, M. Ed.
qi@pathofharmony.com

Yun-Chung Chiang

New Jersey
Thomas Carney
streetsurvival@optonline.net

Kathleen Giustino
Bing Gong
bgongtiger@aol.com
Michael Hogan
mghogan@usa.net
Daniel Lee
danleeyinyang@aol.com

Ira Esformes
DOCIRA@aol.com

Virginia
Jonathan Shear

Sylvia Gattnig

Jo Presbury Smith
jopresburysmith@aol.com

Steve Karpen
Richard Kosch

Valarie Prince Gabel
ChiPowr@aol.com

Rosalind Ressner
taichiroz@yahoo.com

JoAnna Gee Schoon
jschoon@ivc.edu

Gary Rosenblum

Denmark
Inger Jensen
ij-tornby@stofanet.dk

Rhode Island
Diane Rabinowitz
wenwutaichi@earthlink.net
Texas
Patricia Boucher
tricia@guangpingyang.org

Dennis Glanfield
taichibum@juno.com

Allen Trigueiro
daiku1@hotmail.com

Paki Sukwattana
pakichi64@hotmail.com

Randy Elia
peterkwok@aol.com

Henry Look
sifulook@yahoo.com

Paul Taylor
PBT6868@aol.com

Jeff Burton
jeffersan@yahoo.com

Dominick Ruggieri
sifu@chinahand.com
Michael Vassallo
michael@millenniumpackaging.com
North Carolina
David Chin
realhopgar@earthlink.net

Washington
Nicholas D’Antoni
nick@quangpingyang.org
Lynn Sharp
lynn@villasditalia.com
Wisconsin
Kristina Riddle
kristinasmiles@hotmail.com
Wilkes Covey III
Joy Foye
jlfoye@verizon.net
Dan Murphy
dmurphy38@yahoo.com
Lawrence Riddle
wiswenwuschool@verizon.net

Mission Statement Guang Ping Yang T’ai Chi Association
To promote, perpetuate, develop interest in, and preserve the quality of Guang Ping Yang style T’ai Chi Chuan
throughout the world, and to provide support for research and education in Guang Ping Yang T’ai Chi in honor of
the memory of Sifu Kuo Lien Ying, who brought Guang Ping to the United States, and in commemoration of his
unselfish sharing of his many skills.
We strive to develop and honor the life-enhancing qualities of respect, humility, integrity, honesty, loyalty, and kindness. We
manifest our commitment to this process by honoring our teachers, students, each other, and the practice of Internal Arts.

Calendar of Events
12th Tai Chi for Heart, Lung and Intestines,
Qi Gong for Arthritis
(1st of 4 Seasonal Workshops)
March 15-16, 2008 (1st of 4 part)
June 28-29, 2008 (2nd of 4 part)
Grandmaster Jianye Jiang
Albany, New York
sales@jiangtaichi.com
www.jiangtaichi.com
16th Annual UC Berkeley Chinese
Martial Arts Tournament
April 5, 2008
University of California
Berkeley, California
Cmat16_director@calwushu.com
www.tournament.calwushu.com

WORLD TAI CHI & QIGONG DAY
April 26, 2008
Disclaimer: The events listed are provided as a resource. They
are not sponsored or endorsed by the GPYTCA.

10th Annual International
Chinese Martial Arts Championship
May 23-25, 2008
Gaylord Palms Resort & Convention Center
Kissimmee, Florida
kungfu@usa.com
www.kungfuchampionship.com
Push Hands Seminar
May 23-26, 2008
Old Park
Santa Barbara, California
taichitoni@cox.net
www.taichitoni.com/EventFlyers/ToniWorkshops.htm

Taoist Journey into
Qigong and Internal Alchemy
June 1-17, 2008 (17 days)
Training & Tour
in the Yuan Ming Taoist Temple
On QingCheng Mountain
Eternal Spring Tours
eternalspringtours@hotmail.com
222.eternalspringtours.com

stamp
GUANG PING
YANG T’AI CHI ASSOCIATION

c/o Peter Kwok’s Kung Fu Academy
207 Kinderkamack Road
Emerson, NJ 07630
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Photo and description taken from:
“Tai Chi Chuan in Theory and Practice”
By: Kuo Lien Ying
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